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Abstract 

                       Pest problem is one of the major constraints for achieving higher production in 

agriculture crops. In terms of monetary value, Indian agriculture suffers an annual loss of about 

US$ 42.66 million due to insect pests. The losses caused by the pests not only affect the 

developing countries but also affects the developed countries agriculture too. In order to 

safeguard the crops from pests farmers are applying lots of pesticides to their fields.  

                  Cauliflower is a coley crop which is a rich source of vitamin C, folate, vitamin K, 

B complex vitamins and vitamin E. It gives vital minerals like calcium, 

phosphorous, potassium, zinc, sodium and iron without adding any harmful cholesterol. It is 

a good source of protein. Vegetables are the major source of human nutrients. These crops are 

attacked in every season by number of fungal disease, bacteria, virus, insects and pests caused 

high damage to the production. They damage every parts of the plant and ultimate causes high 

economic loss to the farmers 

                  But the residues of pesticides present in the vegetables are exposed to children and 

adult in the form of food which causes acute risk and chronic poisoning. Henceforth it’s 

necessary to find an alternate solution for pesticides or reduce the use of pesticide. The 

identification of pest is the major challenge in the agriculture. There are so many technologies 

for identifying the pest like laser sensor, solar traps, optical sensors etc. Though they are limited 

by time consuming, lack of initial identification of pest, high cost etc.   In order to improve the 

production of cauliflower with less usage of pesticides the identification of pest is essential. 

Automatic acoustic detection has been proposed in this work. Acoustic detection method is a 

non-destructive form of identification of Pest in its initial stage. 
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 Acoustic Detection of Pest 

                    Acoustic Method is a non-destructive form of identification of pest.  This 

technique is quite inexpensive. In this prescribed work the sounds of pest which are affecting 

the cauliflower plants are collected, and stored into a reference database.  The sounds of twenty 

pests which are drastically affecing the cauliflower are choosen for the analysis. They are 

Fleabeetle,Cricket,Cicada,Aphids,Asianhornedbeetle,Grasshopper,Greenstink bug, 

Magnoliarootborer,Paintedbug,Root Meggots,Asian citruspsyllid,Baraconid Parasitanoid, 

Greybackgrubs, JuneBeetle, Soapberry Bug,Swedge Midge,Butterfly,Dungbeetle, Brown stink 

bug, Cutworms.   

                      The recorded sounds are converted into .wav format using custom Matlab 

programming. The signals are analysed with time domain and frequency domain specification. 

The Fast Fourier Transform is applied for the conversion of signal to the frequency domain.  

The analysis identified insect sound impulses of different spectral types and distinguished them 

from occasionally occurring background noise.  

                  The statistical features like mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, pitch, mean 

frequency are extracted from each pest signal which gives the range of the particular pest. The 

signals are analysed with the presence of noise, without out noise and mixing of various signals. 

The variations are compared with the original signals. The analysis can also be done with 

various samples of single pest. Once the feature extraction has been done the classifier 

classifies the signal and gives the information about the presence or absence of pest into the 

specific location. 

                  The presence of pest has to be intimated to the farmer through an energy efficient 

routing protocol. If there is no pest in the field the information has not been transmitted. 

According to the information transmitted the farmer should take corrective action. When a 

farmer identifies a symptom of pest or disease in one plant, instead of applying pesticides to 

the particular plant, the pesticides are sprinkled to the entire field which in turn harm all the 

crops. Finally, all the crops are chemicalized which reduces the quality of the yield. By this 

automatic acoustic detection, the above drawback is eradicated.  The pests are identified in time 

meanwhile the information is transmitted to the farmer. The farmer will take the effective 

control only in the pest affected region.  

                    The general block diagram of the work is shown in the below fig .1.  

      

                        

 

 

 

 



 

 

                                  Fig 1: Block Diagram for Acoustic Detection of Pest 

 

Lots of research in agriculture are aiming towards the increase in production with limited use 

of pesticides in fields. The pesticide usage sometimes kills the beneficial insects also. Eg) Bees 

, Earthworm etc. This work mainly concerned to do smart agriculture without damaging the 

crop and without killing the beneficial insects. This technology is a  ecofriendly method. This 

identifies pest in time and gives effective control. 


